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Illustrations;
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looking in mirror and seeing Porn Potato's reflection, graph of sexual
intensity (from flick), "orgasmometer" (also from movie), some captured stills, and
man

Daliesque mustache
Pullquotes:

quote

to go

with shaving instructional.

from the Tempest, glossary of British

turns.

We don't duck difficult

questions here at DPN, but there's one that's come around
lately that's downright disturbing, "Which one of you guys is Porn Potato?" Porn Potato is
shocked and saddened that his nature is not more obvious. However, rather than succumbing
to his anxiety and commit suicide in a
Pringles factory, he'll try to explain himself.
You see, the question is not really one of who is Porn Potato, but rather who Porn Potato
is. Porn Potato is an amalgam of all of your hopes, fears, fetishes, and petty vanities. He is
your id made flesh (or vegetable), channeled by one or more of the esteemed editors for
each issue. In other words. Porn Potato is no further away than the reflection in your
bathroom mirror, and no less real than the flickering blue light from your TV screen. Best
of all, none of this requires any greater willing suspension of disbelief than, say, opera.
After all, do you really believe in a pornworld where all high school coaches are hunky and
devoid of pot bellies, where all buttholes are naturally depilated and prelubricated, and
where everybody seems to he a virgin? Then you believe in Porn Potato. However, all this
discussion about veracity has Porn Potato curious, let's try something a little different and
review a piece of non-fiction for a change: Erotic Choices, a Guide to Better Gay Sex, a flick
from the United Kingdom..
The video opens in the decayed elegance of the ^dams Family's living room, with
lots of smoke everywhere—maybe the fireplace flue is jammed shut. Sitting in a mouldy
chair in the middle of this cavern of cobwebs and tattered curtains is a skinny young man in
nerdy glasses. Dorian Grey? No, this is Dr. Jonathon Cartledge of London, who welcomes
us to his little
shindig and gives us a brief summary of safer-sex guidelines. He gently
reminds us to be ever vigilant against broken rubbers and broken promises. Alas, that is all
we see of Dr.
Cartilage, which is too bad. Porn Potato thought he was kinda cute.
Cut to a poolhall, where two young men with Aryan Nation hairdos are trying to play
a
game of eightball. Alas, they seem to be having trouble concentrating because this
distracting voice-over keeps droning lines from Shakespeare's The Tempest, while another
voice at the subliminally faint end of audibility gurgles things like,
"suck...ecstasy...floating...first time". These two paragons of British manhood push the
billiard balls aside and start to make out on the green felt, only to interrupted this dumpy
little man by the name of Dr. Robert Flynn, who is oblivious to the fact that erotic images
are
being projected onto his white shirt. Dr. Bob wants to start us off in the this journey
through risk reduction, but Porn Potato was too distracted by the boys making out behind
him to remember what it was that he had to say. Something about there being more to a
man

than his dick.

Now

main

captain, another English clone named Barry L^en. Mr.
Barry wants to teach us the finer points of empathy, and Couple Number One(a here to
help. Partially clothed, they're artfully draped across a chez. "Look into his eyes," Mr.
Barry advises, "show him how you feel". As the boys do this, we get to overhear all manner
of salacious tidbits about their personal life. Mr. Barry instructs us in the finer points of
kissing, foreplay, and tingly sensations while Couple Number One eagerly comply. Like
the plot of any good porn movie, foreplay progresses to fellatio, of which Mr. Barry has
we meet our

tour

much to share. Communication is important, you see, but one doesn't have to shout "Suuuck
mah diiick*" to get the point across. (*Now which nation's videos did he pick that up

right way or wrong way to suck, he continues, and stresses the delights of
versatility, "After all, what's good for the gander is good for the gander." Summing up
this lesson, Mr. Barry explains that the best orgasms take two hours to reach, and that for
safety reasons one wants to come under controlled conditions. Porn Potato is not sure how
much control he'd have after two hours, and furthermore wonders if Mr. Barry has a day
job.
Now it's time to get to know our naughty bits (and not so naughty bits). A hot young
man materializes in the
background as a visual aid, rubbing himself as Barry enunciates a
litany of erogenous zones: nipples, earlobes, inner thighs, and your balls, "which are
obviously precious" he adds cryptically. He then rattles off a battery of wanking
techniques—whole hand, full-shaft basic hand, half-shaft fingertips only (maybe a triple
somersault off the pommel horse?), as well as practical advice on the special needs of the
cut versus uncut cock. It's also a
good idea to practice banging the bishop with different
from?) There's

no

kinds of lubes and condoms, in order to find the brand that fits and feels the best. "Now,
let's get to the bottom of things: the humhole...A lot of guys can be a bit shy when it

sexual organ, because of its usual functions." The boy in the
background grudgingly moons the camera as Mr. Barry introduces us to Mr. Anus, and how
to become friends with him, adding that this expended worthwhile effort "adds
considerably to the feeling of submission". Porn Potato is a little confused.
Now it's time to
Mr. Barry enlightens us further as we're transported
back to the mouldy living room, where Couple Number Two has appeared, sprawled over
a
pile of dusty blue-lit cushions. "Sixtynii^ gets its name from the figure formed by the
bodies of two men as they face each other" a detailed yet visually vague description, and
"...is wonderful because of its fairness and equality." However, the videography seems to
gloss over the potential awkwardness of this most PC of queer sex positions, filming from
a distance so that Porn Potato isn't
quite sure that the models really are sucking
simultaneously. From there it's easy to venture into rimming. "Don't go straight for his
hole. First lick his halls and then his perineum* (*My, these Brits are bookish)...and
remember, keeping clean is more than just a matter or courtesy." Truer words have never
been spoken.
Dr. Bob intrudes with some pithy wisdom about monogamy, negotiation, and meeting
Mr. Right. Mr. Right, he continues, may not impress you friends (or mum) and probably
comes to

using the humhole

as a

talk|sixtynine^

won't appear on cue.
Now we're ready

for the big enchilada: anal

sex.

Mr. Barry guides

us

into the

bedroom, which is just the same living room with a four-poster bed in the

middle, where
Couple Number Three are about to ride the hobby horse. As they start to fuck, Barry gives
us an
antiseptically complete description of penetration ("You may be put off by the
feeling of wanting to shit"), emphasizing the need to go slowly at first. The disco
soundtrack picks up speed as the boys get into the groove. The camera excitedly zooms
about like a nervous housefly, strafing the performers as they do it doggy style, as they do
it with legs in the air, as they do it off the mattress, and finally as they do it thrown over
the cohweb-encrusted hedrail (where the butt boy narrowly misses banging his head as his
lube covered hands keep losing their grip on the metal frame).
Time for Dr. Boh to introduce some teaching aids: the "four stages of sexual
gratification" graph appears in the foreground, to be followed by an incriminating
polygraph readout which pulses with malevolent energy. Brainwave activity, muscle
contractions, galvanic skin response, cardiopulmonary readings, and consciousness

■Jr'

Vo^*"

throbbing redline. [Insert
Number Four, the
poolboys from the beginning of the video. These guys are obviously the pros, with their "I
can take it, sir!" facial expressions and haircuts and flawless switcharoos, they bump and
grind and groan and talk dirty. Dr. Bob's disembodied voice points out that much of gay
sex is
already safe sex, and if you go with as much gusto as Couple Number Four, the
worst one could fear is a slipped disk. The bad house music reaches its crescendo as
Couple Number Four shoot their collective wads. As they embrace afterwards, the natty
green bed is transformed into the green felt-covered pool table, creating a nice sense of
indicators all surge from the quietude of the green zone into the
these two graphs] It is this that heralds Mark and Mark, Couple

lAtCo-y ^

3)r.
5-

kV^

"tf

closure.
But wait,

the fun's

Dress and Act Like

a

yet! In parting, we're given some fashion tips on How to
Gay Man (just in case we needed to know). With the help of some of
not over

the

boys, Mr. Barry talks about wardrobe, posture, mood lighting, fitness, piercing,
and shaving. "Legs are the current trend," Barry explains, and then offers some
ideas about shaving your buttocks, "Like facial hair...experiment with different styles and
shapes to find your own individual expression." Huh? Now hold on. Porn Potato knows this
video's in English, but something still got lost on the trip across the Atlantic. Personal
expression through stylized butthair? What, like turning your full moon into a crescent one?
"Look dear, this is my own Daliesque expression of my individuality, seA How's the
mousse
holding up?" [Insert drawing of buttocks with Salvador Dali mustache] Porn
Potato is skeptical.
This video doesn't fit easily within Porn Potato's rating scale.
Fortunately,^your
friendly spud^as several years of_experience designing and teaching safer-sex workshops.
Erotic Choices easily outdo^other risk reduction videos, although the ones put out by
^
GMHC come pretty close/Most of the models are attractive in an approachable sort of
way, and you get lots of footage of them. The information and advice is plentiful, but
romance,

,

grownups^tl^ecad^)of sexual know-how can't help chucking at some of the more

^1fro[p
I.

TenicdiaHhstructions. That does, however, make this video ideal for

Tf

y

pimply adolescents

with little or no experience, or people of any age just coming out. Just lock them in a room
with the tape and a VCR, and hopefully most of their embarrassing questions will get
answered privately. Porn Potato's one technical complaint is the really murky image

quality of the video, which caused anything colored red to bleed out of its borders and
discolor half the TV screen. One explanation might be that the picture qu^kywvas
^
degraded when the video was converted from the original PAL formatTd^ European TV ) Cv
standard) to NTSC (the American standard). Our tour guide, Mr. Barr^rafways hathhis
■
hands in his pockets as though he were fondling himself. Perhaps he was frustrated by the
fact that he couldn't just rip off his clothes and join the models in the sack.
The video might have benefited from a close-up demonstration of how to correctly put « f
on a condom,
put that's a relatively minor point. What is missing, however, is more of the^^^
fleeting Dr. Cartilage. The dreamy boys of Couple Number Three should have nuzzled
Dr.

CartjJ^geTrom behind, removed his glasses, undone his tie, slipped off his_j:risp

starched/whitihirt and...oh well. Porn Potato would have liked that.
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As you
of your

might expect, this video doesn't fit easily within Porn Potato's usual rating scale. Fortunately,
spud's dedicated staff has nearly a decade of experience organising and teaching safer-sex
workshops. The production quality is pretty slick, making for an engaging hour of watching. Erotic Choices
easily outdoes other risk reduction videos, although the ones put out by Gay Men's Health Crisis come pretty
close. Most of the models are attractive without being intimidating, and you get to see lots of them. The
information and advice is plentiful, but grown-ups with even a few years of sexual know-how can't help
chuckling at some of the more remedial instructions. That does, however, make this video ideal for pimply
adolescents with little or no experience, or people of any age just coming out. Just lock them in a room with
the tape and a VCR, and hopefully most of their embarrassing questions will get answered privately.
Porn Potato's one technical complaint is the murky image quality of the video, which caused
ft^tjiing /
coloured red to bleed out of its borders and discolor half the TV screen. SoiiietiiHca jhe picture osSSa lookm^
fuzzy, as though you were wearing glasses smeared with Vaseline. One explanation might be that the picture
quality was degraded when the video was converted from the original PAL format (a European TV standard)
one

to

NTSC (the American standard).

Throughout the movie, our tour guide Mr. Barry,ahj«y^ has his hands shoved violently into his pockets,
though he were trying not to fondle himself. Perhaps he was frustrated by the fact that he couldn't rip off
his clothes and join the models in the sack. Poor Dr. Bob didn't even seem to be a real person, just a manshaped movie screen with a man's voice who talked about mansex while occasionally occluding man-to-man
activity. In fact the spooky sets, unintentional humour, and Dr. Bob's depersonalization made this flick far
more surreal than a lot
regular wank-movies. Our staff took to calling it Monty Python's Guide to Safer Sex.
Erotic Choices lacks few things. It would have benefited from a close-up demonstration of how to avoid
air bubbles while putting on a condom. Or, given the remedial nature of some of the lessons, explaining the
importance of wrapping one's lips over one's teeth while giving head might have been nice. These are
relatively minor points, however. Wh^ is really missing is more of Dr. Cartilage. The dreamy boys of
Couple Number Three should have/frapped Dr. Cartilage between their hot torsos, and-<fwhile nuzzling
him and chewing on his
earlobesj/tossed aside his clunky glasses, loosened his tie, slipped off his crisply
as

starched white shirt and...and... Oh well. Porn Potato would have liked that.
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Before we get into the movie review. Porn Potato would like to clarify something. We don't duck
difficult questions here at DPN, but there's a new one that's downright disturbing: Which one of you guys
Porn Potato? Porn Potato is shocked and saddened that, after all these years, his nature is not more obvious.

However, rather than

succumbing

his anxiety and committing suicide in

to

a

Pringles factory, he'll

is

try to

explain himself.
You see, the question is not really one of who is Porn Potato, but rather who Pom Potato is. Porn Potato is
amalgam of all of your hopes, fears, fetishes, and petty vanities. He is your id made flesh (or vegetable),
channeled by one or more of the esteemed editors for each issue. In other words. Porn Potato is no further
away than the reflection in your bathroom mirror, and no less real than the flickering blue light from your
TV screen. Best of all, none of this requires any greater willing suspension of disbelief than, say, opera. After
all, do you really believe in a pornworld where all high school coaches are hunky and devoid of pot bellies,
where all buttholes are naturally depilated and prelubricated, and where everybody seems to be a virgin?
Then you believe in Porn Potato.
/ ^
With that taken care of, let's try something a little different and review a piece of non-fictipn^^urtesy
of the United Kingdom: Erotic Choices, a Guide to Better Gay Sex.
^^
The video opens in what must be the Addams Family's living room, a cross between the elegance of a
Vermeer painting and the tackiness of a gothic novel's embossed cover, 'i 'here^ lots"orsi?Ti9k£ evervwhere_as
rhniigh rlii'ifri pliirp fliir jiimmrij ."ihur Sitting in a richly upholstered b^jaMMfcfy chair in the middle of
this cavern of cobwebs and tattered curtains is a skinny young man in nerdy glasses. Dorian Grey? No, the man
in the shirt and tie is Dr. Jonathon Cartledge of London, who welcomes us to his little shindig. He gives us a
brief summary of safer-sex guidelines, gently reminding us to be ever vigilant against broken rubbers and
broken promises. Unfortunately, that is all we see of Dr. Cartilage, which is too bad. Porn Potato thought he
an

.

was

kinda
Cut

cute.

to a

poolhall, vA^e

of eight-ball/They

favour

watm^uLu, young men with Aryan Nation hairdos are tfymgjjs play a game
another with steamy looks as they make clean shots with their long cues. A

two

one

disembodiqp^aice drones lines from Shakespeare's The Tempest in perfect Queen's English ("What a piece
of work is

ecstasy..^,

asWn..."). Another voice

floaring... first rime".

the subliminaH5!'4(*HM end of audibility gurgles things like, "suck...
Overcome with lust, these two paragons of British manhood pusfKthe billiard
at

balls<^ia^an3^art to ^m^^^j^^mithe green felt, whei^a^mjw little man by the

walks o«uu
tcf the fact that this
and OTfoss-his tie andwhite shirt. Dr. Bob wanted to

tl'ic'screei^pbTiVfous

"reduction, but Porn Potato

was too

6f Dl'. Rtfbert Flynn

eronc^sCCTie pontinues to rpllNpn, both in the background
start
off
this journw^_|p\informing us about risk
us

on

distracted by the boys making out behind

niin^ remember what it was

that he had to say. Something about there being more to a man
thaa^s di^k^
Next we meet our main tour captain, another English cloneTHamea Barry Laden. Mr. Barry
doctor—he wears a T-shirt and dungarees. He wants to teach us the finer points of empathy, and
Number One are

isn't a
Couple

hereto help. Picj:ijffe a liying room, a che/.. and fflear-whire ritrtain.s hillowing like

spinakers into the space-ei the floor. Condensing out of thin air,(Couple Number OMmatefkiiTiji^partially
clothed and artfully draped across the chez. "Look into his eyes," Mr7~Barry advlses7"'yit5w him how you feel".
As the boys do this, we get to overhear all manner of salacious tidbits abouptheir personal life. Mr. Barry
instructs us in the finer points of kissing, foreplay, and tingly sensations whilst Couple Number One eagerly
comply. Like the plot of any good porn movie, foreplay progresses to fellatkxr^f which Mr. Barry has much
to share. He imorms us that communication is important, but one doesn't have to shout "Suuuck mah
diclQj"exas styl<^ get the point across. There's no right way or wrong way to suck, he continues, and stresses
the delights of versatility, "After all, what's good for the gander is good for the gander." Summing up this
lesson, Mr. Barry explains that the best orgasms take two hours to reach, and that for safety reasons one wants to
come

under controlled conditions. Porn Potato is

ftrrthermotg wonders if Mr. Barry has

not sure

how much control he'd have after

day job.
naughty bits (and not

two

hours, and

a

Now it's time to get to know our
so naughty bits). As Mr. Barry stands in the
foreground, a4^ young man apears behind him as a/t^efullvjlluminated^ visual aid. He rubs himself
appropriately as Mr. Barry enunciates a litany of erogenous zories: nipples, earlobes, inner thighs, and balls.

"which

obviously precious" he adds cryptically. He then rattles off a battery of wanking techniques—
fingertips only (maybe a triple somersault off the pommel
horse?), as well as practical advice on the special needs of the cut versus uncut cock. It's also a good idea to
practice banging the bishop with different kinds of lubes and condoms, in order to find the brand that fits
and feels the best. "Now, let's get to the bottom of things: the bumhole...A lot of guys can be a bit shy when it
comes to
using the bumhole as a sexual organ, because of its usual functions." The anonymous background boy
grudgingly moons the camera as Mr. Barry introduces us to Mr. Anus, and how to become friends with him,
claiming that this "adds considerably to the feeling of submission". Porn Potato wonders what theTdeedy^
fislJ he means by that. Unfortunately, before Porn Potato's question is answered, Mr. Barry turns and ends the
lesson with "Thanks Paul!" whereupon the background boy fades away.
Now it's time to talk sixty-nine. We're transported back to the mouldy living room, where Couple
Number Two have appeared, sprawled over a pile of dusty blue-lit cushions. "Sixty-nine gets its name from
the figure formed by the bodiesjjfwo men as they face each other"—a detailed yi?l vijHaJiy vague description
of questionable scholarship—WhichT...is j^onderful because of its fairness and equality." However, the
videography seems to gloss ovef~Th€p»tential awkwardness of this most PC of queer sex positions, filming
from a distance so that Porn Potato isn't quite sure that the models really are sucking simultaneously. From
there it's easy to venture into rimming. Mr. Barry says "Don't go straight for his hole. First lick his balls and
then his perineum* [*Perineum? My, these Brits are bookish]...and remember, keeping clean is more than just
a matter of
courtesy." Truer words have never been spoken.
Dr. Bob intrudes with some pithy wisdom about monogamy, negotiation, and meeting Mr. Right. Mr.
Right, he continues, may not impress you friends (or mum) and probably won't appear on cue. Dr. Bob is
again upstaged by boys in the background, but since they're playing house instead of screwing. Porn Potato
had a tnuch easier time paying attention.
I
(Norowe'ra ready for the big enchilada: anal sex. Mr. Barry^guides ii^nto the bedrocm, which is just the
samenvmgTT5om with a four-poster bed in the middle, where((Dl|Ciple Number Three-y'orn Potato's
favorites-Vare about to ride the hobby horse. As they start to fuQK, Barry gives us an antiseptically complete
are

whole hand, full-shaft basic hand, half-shaft

descriptj^mof penetration which was tolerable until he shattereov^orri^fmtato's enjoyment of the ongoing

visuals witmthe friendly vvarning that "You may be put off by the feeling of wanting to
soundtrack picks up speed as the boys get into the groove. The camera follows a drunken
bed, strafing the performers as they do it doggy style, as they do it with legs in the air, as

shit". The disco
orbit centred on the
they do it off the
mattress, and finally as they do it thrown over the cobweb-encrusted bedrail (where the butt boy narrowly
misses banging his head as his lube-covered hands lose their grip on the big brass bedframe).
Time for Dr. Bob to introduce some teaching aids: the "four stages of sexual gratification" graph
appears in the foreground, to be followed by an incriminating polygraph readout which pulses with
malevolent energy. Brainwave activity, muscle contractions, galvanic skin response, cardiopulmonary
readings, and consciousness indicators all surge from the quietude of the green zone into the throbbing
redline. [Insert these two graphs] It is this that heralds Mark and Mark, Couple Number Four, the poolboys
from the beginning of the video. These guys are obviously pros, with their "I can take it, sir!" attitude, nomuss haircuts, and fast and
flawlessly choreographed manouevers. They bump and grind ancReroan and talk
dirty whiQ^Dr. Bob's disembodied voice points out that much of gay sex is already safe se^iltHf you go
with as much gusto as Couple Number Four, the riskiest thing one could fear is a slipped alsk. Tne bad
house music reaches its crescendo as Couple Number Four loudly shoot their collective wads. While they
embrace in their sweaty afterglow, the natty green bed is transformed into the green felt-covered pool table
from their opening scene, creating an artistic sense of closure.
But wait, the fun's not over yet! Even as we're left panting on the floor, we're hit by a sudden, unexpected
wave of
propaganda: How to Dress and Act Like a Gay Man (just in case we needed to know). With the help of
some of the boys, Mr.
Barry talks about wardrobe, posture, mood lighting, fitness, piercing, romance, and
shaving. "...Doing on^^s legs are the current trend," Barry explains, and then offers some ideas about shaving
your buttocks, "Like facial hair...experiment with different styles and shapes to find your own individual
expression." Whoa now, hold on.. Porn Potato knows this video's nominally in English, but he thinks
something still got lost on the trip across the Atlantic. Individual expression? What, like turning your full
moon into a crescent one? "Look dear, this is
my own Daliesque expression of my individuality, see! How's
the mousse holding up?" [Insert drawing of buttocks with Salvador Dali mustache] Porn Potato is somewhat
skeptical.
Porn PotatOvjiTOnders about the ulterior motives of this video s producers. Did they hope to bend
undecided young minds to their will, creating a stable of young men who would dress, coiff, act, pump, and
scent themselves
according to the videographer's own selfish desires? Maybe this is one of those
■
"recruitment" efforts-sitwhich our bible-thumping brethren are always accusing us homos.
.
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^ We don't duck difficult questions here at DP-N, but there's a new one that's downright
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nature

is Porn Potato? Porn Potato is shocked and saddened
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not more

anxiety and committing suicide in

You

the question is not really one

see,

is. Porn Potato is

your
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guys

an

a

obvious. However, rather than succumbing

Pringles factory, he'll

amalgam of all of your hopes, fears, fetishes, and

each issue. In other words. Porn Potato is
bathroom mirror, and
none

devoid of pot

really believe in

discussion about
a

a

to
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a

vanities. He is
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further away than the reflection in your

from

your

TV

willing suspension of disbelief than,

are

virgin? Then

a

Best

are

hunky and

naturally depilated and prelubricated, and

you

believe in Porn Potato. However, all this

veracity has Porn Potato curious,

piece of non-fiction for

screen.

say, opera.

pornworld where all high school coaches

bellies, where all buttholes

everybody seems

and review

no

one or more

less real than the flickering blue light

of this requires any greater

After all, do you

where

no

explain himself.

of who is Porn Potato, but rather who Porn Potato

id made flesh (or vegetable), channeled by

of all,

try to

so

let's

try

change: Erotic Choices,

something
a

Guide

to

a

little different

Better Gay Sex
-mtuness

from the United

Kingdom.

The video opens
lots of smoke

(-

sY

3-

3 cfo^y

in the decayed elegance of the Adams Family's living

everywhere

chair in the middle of this

as

cavern

of cobwebs and tattered curtains is
iw sh-trt and-He

nerdy glasses. Dorian Grey?
his little

reminds

us to

that is all

we see

ever

a

with
,

^

us a

skinny young man in

brief summary of safer-sex guidelines. He then gently

vigilant against broken rubbers and broken promises. Unfortunately,

of Dr.

Cartilage,jwhich is

too

O£V€V;

w.pWols-mi"ec(

No^t^ is Dr. Jonathon Cartfedg^f London, who welcomes

shindig and gives
be

a

o& a

'
room,

though the fireplace flue is jammed shut. Sitting in
Vne

us to

l/ferVMcerpMntin^ axicl

bad. Porn Potato thought he was kinda cute.

va-ieline-co3<-ecl

looktv^

li'Ke

two young men with Aryan Nation hairdos are trying to play
'jVe3(viy looks... closeaps ok cues spearSg
belweien finger?. ..perpect
game of eightball. Alas, they seem to be having trouhle concentrating because a yyitoie scettg- seems l/ke
it^SSSStstt slow; moffOei,
Cut

a

'

poolhall, where

to a

shoT5,Tn&

distracting voice keeps droning lines from Shakespeare's T/?e
at

the

subliminally faint end of audibility gurgles things like,

"suck...ecstasy...floating...first time". These
billiard balls aside and

dumpy little
"jo ml'
^

Vn p fi(i

• rn

by the

man

Now

til

n

^ke,n a

felt, only to be interrupted by this
\,%(»tks ♦Ofifp -H^e screew,
,^i5
of Dr. Robert Flynn,.whB. iti oblivious to the fact tharerotic scene conv^ds
out on

h ii np vmjwmitnTtg^ his^hite shirt. Dr. Bob wan|8^to start us of^atke this
remember what it

to

we meet our

was

that he had

to

say.

Something about there being

more
pa

,

Yedh ^ ye^h .,.

than his dick.

main

Ve B^rfy wants to. t^ch us
,

name

the green

of British manhood push the

journey^through risk reduction, but Porn Potato was too distracted by the boys making out
to a man

/

make

start to

two paragons

intkcwifUj ui ihoiif

behind him

.

Tem/>est^ wkHe-a.nother voice

tour

^

a

aci'Snt;

spi.iiaal<«r acn«^ the ecMpt-y ((vlngreomj

skrf

-p- sb'-T/

captain, another English clone named Barry Laden.

the finer points of empathy, and Couple Number On^ here

WitVTcu'rLiios bdlowmg

fzgctCr

\>ih.>e

to

CoU-ple^l

help. Paftially-clotired,.they^ artfully draped across,jl^ez. "Look into his eyes," Mr.

^T^jAj fy^}\

^
k/'PciBarry advises, "show him how you feel". As the boys-do this, we

get to

overhear atl-manfter

j»i-sakcicms-«gptts-about their pcrsortaHtfe.T^r.drarry instructs us m the hner points oLu-en'
-<

/1/>

plot of any good
He

much

to

movie, foreplay

porn

tiiforms'

I

progresses to

compljt^Like

fellatio, of which Mr. Barry has

uy

share^Communication is important, you see, but one doesn't have to shout "Suuuck

mah diiick*"

up?] There's

to

no

the point

get

across.

[*Now from which nation's videos did he pick that

right way or wrong way to suck, he continues, and stresses the delights of

versatility, "After all, what's good for the gander is good for the gander." Summing
this lesson, Mr.

safety reasons

Barry explains that the best orgasms take

one wants to come

much control he'd have after

two

two

hours

to

up

reach, and that for

under controlled conditions. Porn Potato is

not sure

how

hours, and furthermore wonders if Mr. Barry has a day

jot.
Now it's time

to

man

mnrrrinli"ir in

litany of erogenous

know our naughty bits (and not so naughty bits), i^hot young
lie Hiby
bnnrgrnnnjJ n n "i'lnl aid^ eubhmg himself.1 as Barry dnunciates a

get to

betitnd

UlvVj^tavhefM/'y ((luwii-iatetl.
rhr

zones:

nipples, earlobes, inner thighs,

andJ^^Tballs, "which are

obviously precious" he adds cryptically. He then rattles off a battery of wanking

techniques—whole hand, full-shaft basic hand, half-shaft fingertips only (maybe
somersault off the

pommel horse?),

as

well

as

j

,

kissing, foreplay, and tingly sensations^whilc Couple Number One eagerly
the

,

practical advice

on

a

triple

the special needs of the

9WPW«

y

cut versus uncut

cock. It's also

good idea

a

practice banging the bishop with different

to

kinds of lubes and condoms, in order to find the
let's get to
comes to

brand that fits and feels the best. "Now,

the bottom of things: the bumhole...A lot of guys

using the bumhole

be a bit shy when

can

it^

b xJkjmundl

sexual organ, because of its usual functions." Thejboy trndae

as a

b-jrhgrnnnH grudgingly moons the

Mr. Barry introduces

camera as

us to

Mr. Anus, and how

adding that this expended worthwhile effort "adds
\Monders
bloody hc\i
considerably to the feeling of submission". Porn Potato, isi^ilittif canfMioed. Rsiry
to

become friends with him,

KvieanS
'%Mlh

,1,

Now it's time

back
a

to

the

to

talk

sixtynine. Mi Pnirji

mouldy living

room,

two men as

they face each other"

"...is wonderful because of its fairness and
over

distance

so

that Porn Potato isn't

quite

its

name

detailed

remember, keeping clean is more

(OVij

/

over

from the figure formed by the

yet

visually vague description, and

most

sure

PC of queer

sex

positions, filming from

that the models really

are

into rimming. "Don't
f^rhneun)

perineum* [*My, these Brits

seems to

are

sucking

go

straight for his

bookish]...and

than just a matter(oWourtesy." Truer words have

never

spoken.

Dr. Bob intrudes with

some

pithy wisdom about

Right. Mr. Right, he continues,

won't appear on cue.

Now we're

monogamy,

impress

may not

you

ready for the big enchilada: anal

bedroom, which is just the same living room

friends (or mum) and probably

a

sex.

with

a

much easier time paying attention.
Mr. Barry guides

fuck, Barry gives

us an

us

into the

four-poster bed in the middle, where

Couple Number Three—Porn Potato's favorites—are about
start to

negotiation, and meeting

Dr. Bob is again upstaged by boys in the background, but since they're

playing house instead of screwing. Porn Potato had

they

j

transported

fiiiilinii

equality." However, the videography

easy to venture

hole. First lick his balls and then his

Mr.

a

the potential awkwardness of this

simultaneously. From there it's

been

gets

^

cf

bodies of

a

iiiimm

where Couple Number Two has appeared, sprawled

pile of dusty blue-lit cushions. "Sixtynine

gloss

iiligliii

i

<•

to

ride the hobby horse. As

antiseptically complete description of penetration

"k

....

("You

may

slowly

at

camera

be

put

first. The disco soundtrack picks

follows

doggy style,

as

a

drunken orbit centred

on

up

banging his head
|>r, eob

over

to

shit"), emphasizing the need

speed

the bed,

they do it with legs in the air,

they do it thrown

(WwerCs

off by the feeling of wanting

as

as

the boys

into the

get

strafing the performers

they do it off the

groove.

as

mattress,

to go

The

they do it

and finally

as

the cobweb-encrusted bedrail (where the butt boy narrowly misses
M-

as

his lube covered hands keep losing their grip

walkui^ <T

fhe

on

the-metal-frame).

rnutse^jvi of u^fkely douplfn^

pojffi'oco'?

Time for Dr. Bob

gratification" graph

introduce

to

some

teaching aids: the "four

in the foreground, to be followed by

appears

polygraph readout which pulses with malevolent
contractions,

galvanic skin

indicators all surge
these

response,

from the quietude of the

take it, sir!" attitude,

sex,

tio-muss

and if you

thing one could fear is

a

.k-transform^ into th?
(

fun's

guys are

Dress and Act Like

'^3ncue\jefs

go

with

as

much

gusto as

a

green

they embrace afterwards, the

felt-covered pool table^ciualifit

not over

yet! In parting, we're

Gay Man (just in

and shaving,

case we

"tfegs

of closure.

sense

fashion tips

on

Flow

trend," Barry explains, and then offers

got

j

«/r

"am oar

bv

^

We-

sucldt^n^

i/neotpecfed

^r

some

lost

on

the trip

moon

into

across

the

a crescent

one?

"

-u

u-

your

although the

-J

J

'

r

dedicated spud has several

ones put out

being

h<^C
fo Deud
rvuvtd^ "fo t^e*r

-I

■

u-

n

years

s

usual rating

of experience organising and
pretty

slick, making for

an

of the

1^ GMHC

come pretty

close. Most of the models

are

attractive

l^I^idating, and you get to see lots of them. The information and advice

plentiful, but

grownups

more

vvoiider^

<»wow,f fke i/tlfericr

of youna

might expect, this video doesn t ht easily within Porn Potato

Fortunately,

porn Pobafc

engaging hour of watching. Erotic Choices easily outdoes other risk reduction videos,

some

oo
e>ar

^

Daliesque expression of my individuality, w.'How's the

teaching safer-sex workshops. The production quality is

is

^

to

skeptical.

As you

without

^

i>^

„

holding up?" [Insert drawing of buttocks with Salvador Dali mustache] Porn

Potato is

bed

mood lighting, fitness, piercing,

posture,

current

natty green

know).^ With the help of some of bincl s

to

expression? What, like turning your full

"Look dear, this is my own

scale.

needed

nominally in English, but something still

Atlantic. Individual

A

the

given some

Couple

find your own individual expression." Huh? Now hold on...Porn Potato knows

this video's

mousse

are

sifit

a

as

shaving-ydur buttocks, "Like facial hair...experiment with different styles and

ideas about
to

Couple Number Four, the riskiest

slipped disk. The bad house music reaches its crescendo

boys, Mr. Barry talks about wardrobe,

shapes

obviously jchicpros, with their "I

haircuts, and flawles^/switchaeees.
They bump and grind
^

A

romance,

into the throbbing redline. [Insert

green zone

Number Four shoot their collective wads. As

the

Brainwave activity, muscle

energy.

dirt^^Dr. Bob's disembodied voice points out that much of gay sex is

and talk

already safe

MI liwu 1

incriminating

graphs] It is this that heralds Mark and Mark, Couple Number Four, the

two

and groan

Lo

an

of sexual

cardiopulmonary readings, and consciousness

poolbovs from the beginning of the video. These
can

stages

with

many years

of sexual know-how can't help chuckling at

remedial instructions. That does, however, make this video ideal for

wdbj

^ sc^t
■?

pimply adolescents with little
lock them in

a room

questions will

get

or no

with the tape

experience,

or

people of any

and a VCR, and hopefully

answered privately. Who knows, it might

"recruitment" efforts of which

our

age

most

even

just coming out. Just

of their embarrassing

be used

of those

as one

bible-thumping brethren are always accusing

us

homos of

conducting.

—^

Porn Potato's

caused
One

one

technical

anything colored red

to

complaint is the murky image quality of the video, which

bleed

out

of its borders and discolor half the TV screen.

explanation might be that the picture quality was degraded when the video

converted from the
American

original PAL format (the European TV standard)

to

was

NTSC (the

standard).
-/4\c

^

Our tour guide, Mr. Barry, always ha^ his hands violently shoved into his pockets as

hough he were fondling himself. Perhaps he was frustrated by the fact that he couldn't just
rip off his clothes and join the models in the sack. Poor Dr. Bob didn't

even seem to

be

a

real person,

just

occasionally

occludj^man-to-man activity. In fact the spooky sets, unintentional humour,

and Dr. Bob's

a

man-shaped movie

to

nature

correctly

What is

man's voice,,jalliing about

more

put on a

Three should have

Safer Sex.
a

close-up demonstration

more

are

over

one's

relatively minor points, however.

of Dr. Cartilage. The dreamy boys of Couple Number

trapped Dr. Cartjlage between them, and—while nuzzling his

ears—

clunky glasses, undone his tie, slipped off his crisp'starched white shirt

and...=©h=swell. Porn Potato would have liked that.

Oh

and

lot regular wank-

explaining the importance of wrapping one's lips

IcO^enea

removed his

to

a

mansex,

condom while avoiding air bubbles. Or, given the remedial

giving head might have been nice. These

really missing is

surreal than

things. It would have benefited from

of some of the lessons,

teeth while

a

calling it Monty Python's Guide

Erotic Choices lacks few
to

with

depersonalization made this flick

movies. Our staff took

of how

screen

hic-ei
Porn Potato #11, Erotic

Illustrations:

man

Choices

looking in mirror and seeing Porn Potato's reflection, graph of sexual intensity (from

flick), "orgasmometer" (also from movie), some captured stills, and Daliesque mustache to go

with shaving

instructional.

Pullquotes:

quote

from the Tempest, glossary of British

terms.

Before we get into the movie review. Porn Potato would like to clarify something. We don't duck
difficult questions here at DPN, but there's a new one that's downright disturbing: Which one of you guys
Porn Potato? Porn Potato is shocked and saddened that, after all these years, his
natu^s not more obvious.

However, rather than

succumbing

to

his anxiety and committing suicide in

explain himself.

a

is

Prinwi^factory, he'll try to

You see, the question is not really one of who is Porn Potato, but rather who Porn Potato is. Porn Potato is
amalgam of all of your hopes, fears, fetishes, and petty vanities. He is your id made flesh (or vegetable),
channeled by one or more of the esteemed editors for each issue. In other words. Porn Potato is no further
away than the reflection in your bathroom mirror, and no less real than the flickering blue light from your
TV screen. Best of all, none of this requires any greater willing suspension of disbelief than, say, opera. After
all, do you really believe in a pornworld where all high school coaches are hunky and devoid of pot bellies,
where all buttholes are naturally depilated and prelubricated, and where everybody seems to be a virgin?
Then you believe in Porn Potato.
With that taken care of, we're going to try something a little different and review a piece of non-fiction
from the United Kingdom: Erotic Choices, a Guide to Better Gay Sex
The video opens in what must be the Addams Family's living room, a cross between the elegance of a
Vermeer painting and the tackiness of a gothic novel's embossed cover. Sitting in a richly upholstered chair
in the middle of this cavern of dust, cobwebs, and tattered curtgins-ts-a-skinny young man in nerdy glasses.
Dorian Grey? No, the man in the shirt and tie is Dr. Jonathon(Cartledge pf London, who welcomes us to his/
little shindig. He gives us a brief summary of safer-sex guidelines,~"ge»tly reminding us to Jje-evrrvigilant I
against broken rubbers and broken promises. Unfortunately, that is all we get to see of Dr.( Cartilagp{ which V
is too bad. Porn Potato thought he was kinda cute.
i/lA
Cut to a poolhall, where two young men with Aryan Nation hairdos are playing a game of eight-ball. ^
They favour one another with steamy looks as they make clean shots with their long cues. A disembodied
voice drones lines from Shakespeare's The Tempest in perfect Queen's English ("What a piece of work is a
man..."). Another voice at the subliminal end of audibility gurgles things like, "suck... ecstasy... floating...
first time". Overcome with lust, these two paragons of British manhood push aside the billiard balls and
start to make out on the
green felt, when a dumpy little man identified as Dr. Robert Flynn walks on-screen.
Dr. Bob seems oblivious to the fact that this erotic scene continues despite his presence, both in the
background and projected onto his white shirt and tie. He starts us off on this journey by informing us about
male sexuality, but Porn Potato was too distracted by the boys making out behind him to remember what it
was that he had to
say. Something about there being more to a man than his dick.
Next we meet our main tour captain, another English clone by the name of Barry Laden. Mr. Barry isn't
a doctor—we know that because he wears a T-shirt and
dungarees. He wants to teach us the finer points of
empathy, and Couple Number One are here to help. Picture a living room, a chez, and great white curtains
billowing like spinnaJcers into the open space above the floor. Couple Number One condense out of thin air,
materializing partially clothed and artfully draped across the chez. "Look into his eyes," Mr. Barry advises,
"show him how you feel". As the boys do this, we get to overhear all manner of salacious tidbits about their
personal life. Mr. Barry instructs us in the finer points of kissing, foreplay, and tingly sensations while
Couple Number One eagerly comply. Like the plot of any good porn movie, foreplay progresses to fellatio,
of which Mr. Barry has much to share. He informs us that communication is important, but one doesn't have
to shout "Suuuck mah dick"
Texas-style to get the point across. There's no right way or wrong way to suck, he
continues, and stresses the delights of versatility, "After all, what's good for the gander is good for the
gander." Summing up this lesson, Mr. Barry explains that the best orgasms take two hours to reach, and that
for safety reasons one wants to come under controlled conditions. Porn Potato is not sure how much control
he'd have after two hours, and wonders if Mr. Barry has a day job.
Now it's time to get to know our naughty bits (and not so naughty bits). As Mr. Barry stands in the
foreground, a tastefully illuminated young man appears behind him as a visual aid. He rubs himself
appropriately as Mr. Barry enunciates a litany of erogenous zones: nipples, earlobes, inner thighs, and one's
balls, "which are obviously precious" he adds cryptically. He then rattles off a battery of wanking
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techniques—whole hand, full-shaft basic hand, half-shaft fingertips only (maybe a triple somersault off the
pommel horse?), as well as practical advice on the special needs of the cut versus uncut cock. It's also a good
idea to practice banging the bishop with different kinds of lubes and condoms, in order to find the brand
that fits and feels the best. "Now, let's get to the bottom of things: the bumhole...A lot of guys can be a bit shy
when it comes to using the bumhole as a sexual organ, because of its usual functions." The anonymous
background boy grudgingly moons the camera as Mr. Barry introduces us to Mr. Anus, and how to become
friends with him, claiming that this "adds considerably to the feeling of submission". Porn Potato wonders
what he means by that. Unfortunately, before Porn Potato's question is answered, Mr. Barry turns and curtly
ends the lesson with "Thanks Paul!" whereupon the background boy fades away.
After that, it's time to talk sixty-nine. We're transported back to the mouldy living room, where Couple
Number Two have appeared, sprawled over a pile of dusty blue-lit cushions. "Sixty-nine gets its name from
the figure formed by the bodies of two men as they face each other," a vague description of questionable
scholarship, "which...is wonderful because of its fairness and equality." However, the videography seems to
gloss over the potential awkwardness of this most PC of queer sex positions, filming from a distance so that
Porn Potato isn't quite sure that the models really are sucking simultaneously. From there it's easy to venture
into rimming. Mr. Barry says "Don't go straight for his hole. First lick his balls and then his perineum*
[*Perineum? My, these Brits are bookish]...and remember, keeping clean is more than just a matter of
courtesy." Truer words have never been spoken.
Dr. Bob intrudes with some
pitlw^qsdpm about monogamy, negotiation, and meeting Mr. Right. Mr.
Right, he continues, may not imprep you mends (or mum) and probably won't appear on cue. Dr. Bob is
nearly upstaged again by the boys iirthe-background, but since they're playing house instead of screwing. Porn
Potato had a much easier time paying attention.
We're now ready for the big enchilada: anal sex. Mr. Barry guides us into the bedroom, which is just the
same
living room with a four-poster bed in the middle, where Couple Number Three (Porn Potato's
personal favorites) are about to ride the hobby horse. As they start to fuck, Mr. Barry gives us an antiseptically
complete description of penetration, which was tolerable until he shattered Porn Potato's enjoyment of the
ongoing visuals with a friendly warning that "You may be put off by the feeling of wanting to shit". The
disco soundtrack picks up speed as the boys get into the groove. The camera follows a drunken orbit centred
on the bed,
strafing the performers as they do it doggy style, as they do it with legs in the air, as they do it off
the mattress, and finally as they do it thrown over the cobweb-encrusted bedrail (where the butt boy narrowly
misses banging his head as his lube-covered hands lose their grip on the big brass bedframe).
Time for Dr. Bob to introduce some teaching aids: the "four stages of sexual gratification" graph
appears in the foreground, to be followed by an incriminating polygraph readout which pulses with
malevolent energy. Brainwave activity, muscle contractions, galvanic skin response, cardiopulmonary
readings, and consciousness indicators all surge from the quietude of the green zone into the throbbing
redline. [Insert these two graphs] It is this that heralds Mark and Mark, Couple Number Four, the poolboys
from the beginning of the video. These guys are obviously pros, with their "I can take it, sir!" attitude, nomuss haircuts, and fast and
flawlessly choreographed (^anoeuv^rs) They bump and grind and groan and talk
dirty while Dr. Bob's disembodied voice explains thatnTueh ofgay sex is already safe sex, and that if you go
with as much gusto as Couple Number Four, the riskiest thing one could fear is a slipped disk. The bad
house music reaches its crescendo as Couple Number Four loudly shoot their collective wads. While they
embrace in their sweaty afterglow, the natty green bed is transformed into the green felt-covered pool table
from their opening scene, creating an artistic sense of closure.
But wait, the fun's not over yet! Even as we're left: panting on the floor, we're hit by a sudden and
unexpected wave of propaganda: How to Dress and Act Like a Gay Man (just in case we needed to know). With
the help of some of the boys, Mr. Barry talks about wardrobe, posture, mood lighting, fitness, piercing,
romance, and shaving. "...Doing one's legs are the current trend," Mr. Barry explains, and then offers some
ideas a'nout shaving your buttocks, "Like facial hair...experiment with different stjdes and shapes to find your
own individual
expression." Whoa now, hold on.. Porn Potato knows this video's nominally in English, but
he thinks something still got lost on the trip across the Atlantic. Individual expression? What, like turning
your full moon into a crescent one? Or how about, "Look dear, this is my own Daliesque expression of my
individuality, seel How's the mousse holding up?" [Insert drawing of buttocks with Salvador Dali mustache]
Porn Potato is somewhat skeptical.
In addition. Porn Potato wonders about the ulterior motives of the video's producers. Did they hope to
bend undecided young minds to their will, creating a stable of young men who would dress, coif, act, pump,
and scent themselves according to the videographer's own selfish desires? Maybe this is one of those
"recruitment" efforts which our bible-thumping brethren are always accusing us homos of perpetrating.

As you

might expect, this video doesn't fit easily within Porn Potato's usual rating scale. Fortunately,
spud's dedicated staff has nearly a decade of experience organising and teaching safer-sex
workshops, so we can speak with some authority. The production quality is pretty slick, making for an
engaging hour of watching. Erotic Choices easily outdoes other risk reduction videos, although the ones put
out
by the Gay Men's Health Crisis of New York come pretty close. Most of the models are attractive
without being intimidating, and you get to see lots of them. The information and advice is plentiful, but
grown-ups with even a few years of sexual know-how can't help chuckling at some of the more remedial
instructions. That does, however, make this video ideal for pimply adolescents with little or no experience,
or
people of any age just coming out. Simply lock them in a room with the tape and a VCR, and hopefully
most of their
embarrassing questions will get answered privately.
Porn Potato's one technical complaint is the murky image quality of the video, which caused anything
coloured red to bleed out of its borders and discolor half the TV screen. The picture often looked fuzzy, as
though you were wearing glasses smeared with Vaseline®. One explanation might be that the picture quality
one
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the video was converted from the original PAL format (a European TV standard) to
NTSC(tHeAmerican standard).
Throughout the movie, our tour guide Mr. Barry has his hands shoved violently into his pockets, as
though he were trying not to fondle himself. Perhaps he was frustrated by the fact that he couldn't rip off his

clothes and join the models in the sack. Poor Dr. Bob didn't
movie
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spooky sets, unintentional humour, and Dr. Bob's depersonalization made this flick far more
surreal than a lot regular wank-movies. Our staff took to calling it Monty Python's Guide to Safer Sex.
Erotic Choices lacks few things. It would have benefited-irom a close-up demonstration of how to avoid
air bubbles while putting on a condom. Or, given thek^ediaJj nature of some of the lessons, explaining the
importance of wrapping one's lips over one's teeth whilS^'glviiigNiead might have been nice. These are
relatively minor points, however. What is really missing is more W Dr. Cartilage. The dreamy boys of
Couple Number Three should have trapped Dr. Cartilage betweerk their taught torsos, and while nuzzling
his ears, they should have tossed aside his clunky glasses, loosened hi\tie, slipped offi his crisply starched
white shirt and...and... Oh well. Porn Potato would have liked that.
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Before we get into the movie review. Porn Potato would like to clarify something. We don't duck
difficult questions here at DPN, but there's a new one that's downright disturbing:"Which one of youguys is
Porn Potatoi't'orn Potato is shocked and saddened that, after all these years, his natureTs'norrriofFoBviou^—'

Tdow^er,"rather than succumbing to his anxiety and committing suicide in a PringkvS factory, he'll try to
explain himself.
You see, the question is not really one of who is Porn Potato, but rather who Porn Potato is. Porn Potato is
an
amalgam of all of your hopes, fears, fetishes, and petty vanities. He is your id made flesh (or vegetable),
channeled by one or more of the esteemed editors for each issue. In other words. Porn Potato is no further
away than the reflection in your bathroom mirror, and no less real than the flickering blue light from your
TV screen. Best of all, none of this requires any greater willing suspension of disbelief than, say, opera. After
all, do you really believe in a pornworld where all high school coaches are hunky and devoid of pot bellies,
where all buttholes are naturally depilated and prelubricated, and where everybody seems to be a virgin^
^
Then you believe in Porn Potato.
With that taken care of, we're going to try something a little different and review a piece of non-fiction
from the United Kingdom: Erotic Choices, a Guide to Better Gay Sex.
The video opens in what must be the Addams Family's living room, a cross between the elegance of a
Vermeer painting and the tackiness of a gothic novel's embossed cover. Sitting in a richly upholstered chair
in the middle of this cavern of dust, cobwebs, and tattered curtains is a skinny young man in nerdy glasses,
?
Dorian Grey? No, the man in the shirt and tie is Dr. Jonathon Cartledge of London, who welcomes us to his
little shindig. He gives us a brief summary of safer-sex guidelines, gently reminding us to be ever vigilant
against broken rubbers and broken promises. Unfortunately, that is all we get to see of Dr. Cartilage, which
is too bad. Porn Potato thought he was kinda cure.
Cut to a poolhall, where two young men with Aryan Nation hairdos are playing a game of eight-ball.
They favour one another with steamy looks as they make clean shots with their long cues. A disembodied
voice drones lines from Shakespeare's The Tempest m perfect Queen's English UWhat a piece of work is a
^
man..."). Another voice at the subliminal end of audibility gurgles things like, 'Suck... ^stasy... boating... S . -1 .F
f.T,
fetTime". Overcome with lust, these two paragons of British manhood push'aTide tlTe billiartfthalls and
staiTTo make out on the green felt, when a dumpy little man identified as Dr. Robert Flynn walks on-screen.
Dr. Bob seems oblivious to the fact that this erotic scene continues despite his presence, both in the
background and projected onto his white shirt and tie. He starts us off on this journey by informing us about
male sexuality, but Porn Potato was too distracted by the boys making out behind him to remember what it
was that he had to
say. Something about there being more to a man than his dick.
Next we meet our main tour captain, another English clone by the name of Barry Laden. Mr. Barry isn't
a doctor—we know that because he wears a T-shirt and
dungarees. He wants to teach us the finer points of
empathy, and Couple Number One are here to help. Picture a living room, a chez, and great white curtains
billowing like spinnakers into the open space above the floor. Couple Number One condense out of thin air,^^,--'"^
materializing partially clothed and artfully draped across the chez. "Look into his eyes," Mr. Barry advises^
"show him how you feel". As the boys do
this^^e get to overhear all manner of salacious tidbits about their
alowa^
personal life. Mr. Barry instructs us in the finer points of kissing, foreplay, and tingly sensations while (
"
/\ )
Couple Niynbei-©ne eagerly comply. Like the plot of any good porn movie, foreplay progresses to fellatio,
of whicftMr. Barry has much to~shase. He informs us that communication is important, but one doesn't hav^
to shont
'.)5uui^ mah dick" Texas-style to get the point across. There's no right way or wrong way to suck, he
continuB^janostfesses the deUghfs-of versatility, "After all, what's good for the gander is good for the
gander." Summing up this-fesson, Mr. Barry explains that the best orgasms take two hours to reach, and that
for safety reasons one wants to come under controlled conditions. Porn Potato is not sure how much control
he'd have after two hours, and wonders if Mr. Barry has a day job.
Now it's time to get to know our naughty bits (and not so naughty bits). As Mr. Barry stands in the
foreground, a tastefully illuminated young man appears behind him as a visual aid. He rubs himself
appropriately as Mr. Barry enunciates a litany of erogenous zones: nipples, earlobes, inner thighs, and one's
balls, "which are obviously precious" he adds cryptically. He then rattles off a battery of wanking
,
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other," a vague description of ques¬
tionable scholarship, "which...is
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wonderful because of its fairness and

luri-,

equality." However, the videography
seems to
gloss over the potential
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queer sex
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lit.

awkwardness of this

most

PC of

Dr.

intrudes with

Bob

some

pithy wisdom about monogamy, ne¬
gotiation, and meeting Mr. Right.
Mr. Right, he continues, may not
impress your friends (or mum) and
probably won't appear on cue. Dr.
Bob is nearly upstaged again by the
boys in the background, but since
they're playing house instead of
screwing. Porn Potato had a much
easier time paying attention.
We're now ready for the big en¬
chilada: anal sex. Mr. Barry guides us
into the bedroom, which is just the
same
living room with a four-poster
bed in the middle, where Couple

a
that Porn Potato isn't

Number Three (Porn Potato's per¬
sonal favorites) are about to ride the

quite sure that the models really are
sucking simultaneously. From there
it's easy to venture into rimming.
Mr. Barry says "But don't go straight

hobby horse. As they start to fuck,
Mr. Barry gives us an antiseptically
complete description of penetration,

distance

positions, filming from

so

for his hole. First lick his balls and
then his perineum* ...and remember,

keeping clean is more than just a
matter of courtesy." Truer words
have never been spoken.
*Perineum? My,

which was tolerable until he shat¬
tered Porn Potato's enjoyment of the

ongoing visuals with a friendly warn¬
ing that "You may be put off by the
feeling of wanting to shit". The disco
soundtrack

picks

these Brits are bookish.

up

speed

as

the

#11

Potato

Porn

10/21/96

pages

boys get into the groove. The camera
follows a drunken orbit centred on
the bed, strafing the performers as

they do it doggy style,

as

they do it

00:06

Page

floor, we're hit by

a sudden
unexpected wave of pro¬
paganda: How to Dress and
Act Like a Cay Man (just in

and

with legs in the air, as they do it off
the mattress, and finally as they do it

case we needed to know).
With the help of some of

thrown over the cobweb-encrusted
bedrail (where the butt boy narrowly

the boys, Mr. Barry talks
about wardrobe, posture,
mood lighting, fitness,

misses

banging his head

covered hands lose their

as

his lubeon the

grip

big brass bedframe).
Time for Dr. Bob

to

introduce

teaching aids: the Four Stages
of Sexual Gratification graph appears
in the foreground, to be followed by
an
incriminating polygraph readout
which pulses with malevolent en¬
ergy. Brainwave activity, muscle con¬
tractions, galvanic skin response,
cardiopulmonary readings, and con¬
sciousness indicators all surge from
the quietude of the green zone into
the throbbing redline. It is this puls¬
ing image that heralds Mark and
Mark, Couple Number Four, the
poolboys from the beginning of the
video. These guys are obviously pros,
some

with their "I

tude,

take it, sir!" atti¬
haircuts, and fast and

can

no-muss

choreographed manoeubump and grind and
talk dirty while Dr. Bob's
voice explains that
much of gay sex is already safe sex,
and that if you go at it with as much
gusto as Couple Number Four, the
riskiest thing one could fear is a
slipped disk. The bad house music
reaches its crescendo as Couple
Number Four loudly shoot their col¬
lective wads. While they embrace in
their sweaty afterglow, the natty
green bed is transformed into the
green felt-covered pool table from
their

opening

creating

an

But wait, the fun's not over
as we're left
panting on

yet!

artistic
Even

sense

scene,

of closure.

the

romance, and
shaving. "...Doing one's
legs are the current

piercing,
trend,"

Mr.

Barry

ex¬

plains, and then offers

some

ideas about

your

buttocks,

shaving
"Like

facial

hair...experiment with
different
styles and
shapes to find your own
individual
expression."
Whoa
Porn

now,

hold

on..

Potato knows this

video's

nominally
in
English, but he thinks
something still got lost on
the trip across the Atlantic.
Individual expression? What,
like turning your full moon into
crescent

one? Or how

dear, this is

my own

pression of

my

How's the
Porn Potato

a

about, "Look

Daliesque ex¬
individuality, see!
mousse
holding up?"
is sorrftwhat skeptical.

In

addition. Porn Potato wonders

about the ulterior motives of the
video's producers. Did they hope to
bend undecided young minds to
their will, creating a stable of young
men who would dress, coif, act,
pump,

and scent themselves accord¬

ing to the videographer's own selfish
desires? Maybe this is one of those
efforts which our
brethren are always
homos of perpetrating,

"recruitment"
us

might expect, this video
easily within Porn
's
usual
rating
scale.
one of your spud's dednearly a decade of exorganising and teaching
workshops, so we can speak
with some authority. The produc¬
tion quality is pretty slick, making
you

't

fit

,

Pages
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engaging hour of watching.

an

Erotic Choices

risk reduction
ones

easily outdoes other
videos, although the
by the Gay Men's

he

were
trying not to fondle himself.
Perhaps he was frustrated by the fact
that he couldn't rip off his clothes and
join the models in the sack. Poor Dr.

The

put out
Ffealth Crisis of New York

man-shaped movie screen
with a man's voice, talking about
mansex while occasionally occluding
man-to-man activity. In fact, the
spooky sets, unintentional humour,
and Dr. Bob's depersonalization

Bumhole"

of the models ate
being intimidat¬
ing, and you get to see lots of them.
The information and advice is plen¬
tiful, but grown-ups with even a few
years of sexual know-how can't help
chuckling at some of the more re¬
medial instructions. That does, how¬

lot of regular wank-movies.

highbrovi language used ty our
friends from England contnbutes to
the arthouse feeling of this movie. For
all of jiou ignorant glebes who don't

See "Bum

or

Beeday: A constant source of
trans-Atlantic misunderstanding It's
shaped a bit like a toilet, v/ith a gentle

genitals at anus after sex or defecabon. Europeans think Americans are
barbaric fot not having them as stan¬
dard household fixtuies Amencans

think Europeans are barbaric for not
using toilet paper At parties mU.S
homes, some drunkard will inevitably
mistake the beeday for the commode,

make this video ideal fot

ever,

pimply adolescents with little or no
experience, or people of any age just
coming out. Simply lock them in a
room with the
tape and a VCR, and
hopefully most of their embarrassing
questions will get answered privately.
Porn Potato's

though

picture often looked fuzzy, as
you were wearing glasses

Vaseline®. One expla¬
might be that the picture
quality was degraded when the video
was converted from the
original PAL
format (a Luiopcaa TV
smeared with
nation

ing variant of "Butt or BiAthole" and
"ArseorArsehole'

CHngWm: Quaint term for saran-

com¬

to bleed out of its bor¬
ders and discolor half the TV screen.

The

to wash their feet.

technical

coloured red

turns it into a fountain. Little kids

it

one

plaint is the murky image quality of
the video, which caused anything

deposit a large turd, and then realize to
their horror that pulling the handle
use

come

pretty close. Most
attractive without

Bob didn't
son,

just

even seem to

made this flick far
took

more

surreal than

a

Our staff

to

would have benefited from

a

close-

up demonstration of how to avoid
air bubbles while putting on a con¬

dom. Or,
ture
of

given the introductory na¬
some

of

the

lessons,

explaining the importance of wrap¬
ping one's lips over one's teeth while
giving head might have been nice.
These are relatively minor points,
however. What is really missing is
more of Dr.
Cartilage. The dreamy
boys of Couple Number Three
should have trapped Dr. Cartilage
between their taught torsos, and
while nuzzling his ears, they should

heat exhaustion.

Microwave vanety has larger microp¬
ores to faciiiMe venting, may be able
to pass germs.

Perinaam: The only part of your
sexual geography that doesnt also
haw an earthyAnglo-Saxon synonym
forthe more formal Latinate term

Wanking: Cute term for banging
choking the chicken, frisk-

the bishop,

Not to be confused with a wanker.

*Yhis is

real per¬

to

boys in it for longer dm three hours
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calling it Monty Python's
Safer Sex.
Erotic Choices\»cVs few things. It

Guide

wrap. the most singly over rated of
microbiai barriers Do not wrap your
since It can cause

be

a

why the captured stills in this article suck big wet weenies.
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